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Daniel Kitts
There is the distinct chill of winter in the air, Thanksgiving is past
and the Christmas Holidays will soon be with us. Even with all
that there are still some great fishing opportunities to be had
albeit a little bit chillier. There are the stripers in the Delta,
Steelhead in the Feather and many of the streams and rivers are
open year around. In addition there are opportunities in the local
reservoirs so don’t let all that experience and knowledge you’ve
gained this year go stale. Get out and enjoy!
And speaking of fishing) I understand the Trinity trip was
enjoyed by all 16 TVFF members who went. Weather and fishing
was great but the catching was a little tough with the low clear
water. Thank you to Fish Meister Bob McCollum for putting
together another great Trinity Outing. Before we know it we’ll be
into the heart of the 2014 fishing season so now is the time to
think about an outing trip you’d like to go on and maybe even
consider being a Fish Meister for one. If you’re a bit intimidated
about jumping in and doing one alone talk to the outings Chair,
Hal Wilson, about how easy it is or offer to co Meister a trip with
someone who has had previous experience.
At the December general meeting we will be electing the Board
Officers for 2014. The nominations are included in this newsletter
and watch for an e-mail from Kelly Ng with the list of the officers
and Committer Chairs nominations.
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Presidents message, continued from page 1
Jim Broadbent just finished his annual Fly Tying Basics class with 7 participants. And speaking of
Fly Tying our annual fund raising auction will be here before you know it in April and the flies
auctioned off are one of the hottest items of the event. With the cooler weather this would be a
great time to take stock of what you need to tie for next year and sit down next to the roaring fire
and tie them up. AND while you’re at it you can tie up some extra for the Auction and the monthly
FliRaffle.
Last month’s raffle was a significant improvement over previous months and I know that Gary
Phillips is working hard to bring you items that will keep you participating. Please don’t be shy and
continue giving us your feedback on what you like and suggestions for improvements. Check the
newsletter for the highlights on what to expect at December’s meeting. At November’s meeting
new member Kevin Berry won the Raffle Board for the Sage RP rod donated by George Allen.
We want to welcome all the new members to TVFF and look for the listing in the newsletter of the
new members in the last couple of months. Be sure to introduce yourselves. We apologize if we’ve
missed anyone but this is something new for us and it is a work in progress.
And Remember:
The true fisherman approaches the first day of fishing season with all the sense of wonder
and awe of a child approaching Christmas. – Robert Traver
Daniel
.

Don’t miss out on these great December raffle items:
Gary Phillips:

$159 10wt four piece Cabela’s fly rod.
$60 Albright GP 9/10 reel
$60 Fishing chest pack.
$90 fishing net
See you at the meeting!
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NOTE: The January Meeting will be moved to Thursday, January 9th
December Program
Richard Tarbell
At 8:00 o’clock, Greg Vinci, of California-FlyFishing.com
will speak on the following subject:
American River Steelhead fishery; ‘from the first riffle
to the hatchery”.

Biography
After twenty two years as the owner of Sierra Pacific Products where he innovated many of the
popular fly fishing accessories available on the market today, Greg Vinci has been able to reestablish a relationship with his first loves, writing and photography. His work can be now seen in
many fly fishing and outdoor magazines. He also has kept his foot in the door, so to speak, by
continuing to develop fly tackle product lines on a consultancy basis. In 2011 his product Insta-Set
Indicators was selected by Field & Stream magazine as the best fly tackle accessory of the
year! One of his most recent endeavors has been to develop the California-FlyFishing.com web site
which is a portal to California's most popular waters.

TVFF Dues for 2014 are due!
Tom Fessenden

TVFF club dues for this coming year are $40 ($35 if paid on or before the
club meeting on February 6, 2014). A membership covers you and all
family members living at home. All are encouraged to participate in club
outings however, liability release signatures are required of those 18 or
over.
Checks or cash can be given to our treasurer, Russ George, or our
membership coordinator Tom Fessenden, at any regular club meeting.
Checks made out to TVFF can also be mailed to :
Tri-Valley Fly Fishers
PO Box 2358
Livermore, CA 94551
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OUTINGS AND EVENTS
Hal Wilson
Below is the tentative/probable outing schedule based on the best information available
at the time of publication. This schedule is subject to change. Please consider being the
fishmaster in 2013 and contact me if you’re interested. Here is a link to the sign-up
sheet: http://www.tri-valleyflyfishers.org/TVFF_Outing_Signup_Form.pdf
MONTH

DATES

EVENT / LOCATION

FISHMEISTERS

BEGINNING NYMPHING CLINIC

ONE DAY TBD – DEPENDENT UPON SCHEDULES OF
SOME TIME FROM DECEMBER TO APRIL

STUDENTS
MARTIN PLOTKIN

DECEMBER 7

DELTA STRIPER FISHING

TOM VARGAS

JANUARY 6, 2014*

INFORMAL FLY TYING

JIM BROADBENT

MARCH 8, 2014

KISTLER BASS PONDS

HAL WILSON

APRIL 3, 2014

SILENT AUCTION

RON DUELTGEN

MAY 17-18, 2014

ADVANCED NYMPHING CLINIC

MARTIN PLOTKIN

JUNE 2014

LAKE DAVIS

HAL WILSON

TBD

•Christensen Middle School, 5757 Hagan Oaks Ave, Livermore, Ca, Room 406

Video Library
Richard Tarbell
Think about the Tri-Valley Fly Fishers Video Library for the December 5th
meeting. The Library has 150 DVD titles available to members at each monthly
meeting. The DVD's are checked out from a list of titles that cover all elements and
locations of the sport of fly fishing. Included are: equipment discussion on gear and
line set-up, technique, locations, bugs, fly tying, how to identify and work streams
and stillwater hotspots, and how to position on them to catch fish. Fishing spots that
vary from salt-water, delta, rivers and streams and lakes, as well as species in those
fisheries. The variety of DVD's is continuously up-dated and offer viewing that is
easily a better choice than television programming. If you’ve had a DVD checkedout from the Library for while, December could be a good time to return it.
.
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2013 TVFF Board of Directors
Officers*
President
Daniel Kitts
Vice President
Martin Plotkin
Secretary
Kelly Ng
Treasurer
Russ George
Conservation Director Derrell Bridgman
Other Board
Members*
Past President
Ken Javorsky
Member at Large (1) Bart Hughes
Raffle Coordinator
Gary Phillips
Newsletter Publisher Tom Vargas
Youth & Education
Kent McCammon
Committee Chairs
Membership
Tom Fessenden
Trout in the
Classroom
Derrell Bridgman
Outings
Hal Wilson
Speakers
Richard Tarbell
Silent Auction
Don Gardner
Website
Robert Nishio
Refreshments
Keith Thomas
Video Librarian
Richard Tarbell
Member at large
John Price
Fly Tying
Jim Broadbent
* Voting Members

2014 Dues
TVFF Club dues are payable now and
are $35.00 until the February 6th meeting.
See page 3 for more details
The club’s mailing address is:
TVFF
PO Box 2358
Livermore, CA 94551
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Delta Striper Outing
December 7, 2013
Tom Vargas
As TVFF Fishmasters, Rick Mikla and I will lead the striper outing on Saturday,
December 7th. This is a great opportunity to experience hard pulling, double digit
freshwater fish on fly gear. We will fish the Southern bays of Discovery Bay and plan
to launch out of Orwood Resort by 7:00AM. You should arrive at least ½ hour earlier in
order to set up and get your boat in the water. We will head South about one mile to
the Kellogg Creek entrance of Discovery Bay. This is an all-safe 5 mph area and it
works well for both small and larger size watercraft. The outing will take place in rain
or shine, but plan on a cold morning and the possibility of morning fog for a few hours
(we hope the weather cooperates better than last year!)
A boat is required to participate in this trip. Boaters and non-boaters will need to make
arrangements and get paired up before the outing.
Equipment: 8, 9 or 10 wt rod with Hi-Speed / High Density shooting heads. Lead core
heads, Teeny 300, Rio Outbound or Mastery Custom Tip Express lines trimmed to
match the rod all work well. The integrated style lines are easier to cast than lead core.
Your leader is simply 5-6 ft of 15 - 20 lb mono (Maxima). Flies that simulate baitfish
patterns such as 3-5 inch Clouser minnows, Flashtail Whistlers, Deceivers, etc. work
well. The 2/0 chartreuse and white Clouser is a standard. Take a look at past
newsletters for December and January of ’11 and ’12 for what has been successful.
We will provide more information as we get closer to the outing and we can get more
specific as the stripers keep move in, which usually starts around mid to late October.
It is looking like a good season this year with lots of bait already arriving and being
chased by hungry stripers!

10 pound Delta striper from 2011.
These fish are great fun on a fly rod.

Martin with a nice “Schoolie”. These
guys put up a great fight too!
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Proposed Board Members and Committee Chairs for 2014
To be voted on at the December 5th regular meeting
President*

Daniel Kitts

Vice President*

Martin Plotkin

Treasurer*

Tom Fessenden

Secretary*

Kelly Ng

Member @ Large*

John Price

Membership

Marty Loomis

TIC

Derrell Bridgman

Conservation*

Roger Perry

Outings

Bart Hughes

Auction

Ron Dueltgen

Raffle Coordinator*

Gary Phillips

Web Site

Robert Nishio

Newsletter*

Tom Vargas

Refreshments

Keith Thomas

Video

Richard Tarbell

Youth & Education*

Kent McCammon

Speakers

Russ O’Brien

Past President*

Hal WIlson

Fly Tying Class

Jim Broadbent

*Voting Board
Members per By Laws
amended 2009
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THE AUCTION IS COMING!
THE AUCTION IS COMING!
Ron Dueltgen
The Silent Auction, coming up on April 3, 2014, is the main fund-raising event for our club.
Proceeds go a long way towards financing our service projects, donations, and contributions to
national organizations, as well as helping provide high quality, desirable items for our monthly
raffle.
While we solicit and obtain lots of great items from vendors, fly shops, guides and resorts, we
really depend on donations from TVFF members. At the most recent auction, member donations
made up about 44% of all items (excluding flies) but accounted for about 58% of sales (including
flies). We rely on members to donate new and used equipment, books and videos. Buddy trips
and cabin access are both very popular items. Wine always sells well. And, especially, we need
lots and lots of member-tied flies to add excitement (and revenue).
So, please start looking critically at your storehouse of fly fishing equipment to see what you can
donate to the club. Maybe that rod you haven’t used in a couple of years would be just the ticket
for a beginning angler. And that pair of waders that has somehow gotten too small? Bring ‘em!
Questions or comments? Contact Ron Dueltgen (rondueltgen@comcast.net or 925-449-0528.

Please Welcome our New Members to TVFF
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2013 Steelhead Outing: Challenging Conditions, but Good Times –
Bob McCollum
Mid-November found 16 TVFF members fishing the Trinity River for anadromous
rainbow trout. Steelhead – the fish of a thousand casts. We fished a couple of weeks
earlier this year, so the temperatures were much warmer than previous outings.
Temperatures ran from the high 30’s in the morning to the low 60’s in the afternoons.
The lack of rain this year left us with low, clear water. At only 300 CFS, conditions on
the Trinity were very challenging. There were fish in the river, but they were hunkered
down in any lie that provides cover and food. Typically these were very difficult
holding positions to fish; very unforgiving. Casts must be on the mark with drag-less
drifts.
Despite these challenges, our group was of good spirit and met the challenges with
the best of our abilities. Most of us hooked up and landed a few of these remarkable
fish. The power and beauty of steelhead have us all longing for next season,
hopefully under better conditions. We are planning to fish a couple of weeks later in
hopes of ensuring more rain before our 2014 outing.

Our stalwart steelheaders celebrated our last evening with a feast at the La Grange restaurant.
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All Aboard!!

Patrick “Paddy” Sullivan is hooked on TVFF

Richard and Ron in the beauty of the Trinity

Derrell Bridgman and Guide Jim Andras

Dan Vargas is having a good time!

Rob Vellinger plays a nice one
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Russ George near the North Fork

Matt Vargas with a 30 incher

Bill Nevins with a fine buck

Trevor George scores a nice steelhead

Tom Vargas with a Big Bar wild steelhead

These pictures say it allSTEELHEAD FISHING!
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Striperfest 2013
Tom Vargas
On November 2nd President Daniel, Dan Vargas and myself participated in the 2013 Striperfest out of Sugar
Barge Resort and Marina on Frank’s Tract. We enjoyed a great day of fishing and brought about 30 fish to the
boat. We only had one or two keeper size fish, but the ones we caught sure did pull hard! We had some
great action in the early morning outgoing tide and then especially on the incoming tide in the afternoon.
We had a great BBQ rib dinner, everyone came home with something and Daniel finished off the lucky day by
winning a new Sage 9 weight fly rod, perfect for the next outing! This is a great event that was started by Dan
Blanton and has raised tens of thousands of dollars that are directed at protecting California’s striper
population and our water resource the fish nee to sustain the wonderful Delta resource we have in our very
own backyard.

Daniel with a hard fighting “schoolie”

Dan with one of his many fish

Tom with another “schoolie” during a hot streak

Daniel and Tom after a nice “double”.
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Member Spotlight on Dan Vargas By Tom Vargas

Q. How long have you
been a club member?
A. Eight years, just joined on my own

Q. What is your favorite species to fish for and
why?
A. Steelhead. Big fish out of little rivers and when
they jump especially!

Q. Do you currently or
have you ever held an
office in the club?
A. No

Q. What body of water
do you fish most often?
A. Delta stripers and the Trinity

Q. What occupies your
time other than fishing?
A. Computers, photography, duck hunting,
snowboarding

Q. Do you consider
yourself a dry fly or
nymph fisherman?
A. Nymph and streamers for stripers

Q. Classify yourself as
a fly fisherman:
A. Beats the heck
out of working.
B. I can’t wait
to wet a line.
C. I dream
about fish & flies.
D. I need some serious
help for my addiction.
A. C, I dream about fish and flies

Q. Do you prefer
fishing stillwater or
streams?
A. Streams
Q. If you could only fish
with one fly what would
it be?
A. White and chartreus Clouser Minnow for
stripers and the surf

Q. Do you have a fishing
Q. What is the fly rod set up you use for the
license for any states other than California?
majority of your fly fishing?
A. 6 weight Redington Super Sport and CD reel for A. No, not this year
steelhead and the Lower Sac and the surf
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The Tier’s Bench:
JIM BROADBENT

For everyone involved in the fly tying group a reminder that the meeting will be on
Monday, December 2nd at Christensen Middle School, 5757 Hagan Oaks Ave,
Livermore, Ca, Room 406. This month we will be tying scuds and larva, getting
familiar with rubber and plastics.
New FliRaffle at the Club Meetings

We are going to try a new and separate raffle in addition to the one we already are doing but
specifically for Flies.
The rules are simple:
• Bring at least one fly, preferably one you have tied, to put in a bucket or a glass, or some kind
of container. This can be any fly of your choice, but please don’t make them your rejects.
Remember the fishing gods will be watching what you put in and may retaliate on your next
fishing trip if it’s felt your flies weren’t up to snuff!
• You can bring as many flies as you’d like to put into the container, BUT YOU GET ONLY ONE
raffle ticket no matter how many flies you put into the bucket.
• Half of the raffle ticket goes to the person donating the fly / flies and the other half is put into a
container specifically for the FliRaffle.
FliRaffle.
• The winner gets all the flies.
What a great way to add new flies to your collection and find a home for some of the excess flies
you may have tied. Rules are subject to change at the whim of whoever is doing it.
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Conservation Corner -TVFF Conservation Program
Derrell Bridgman
Scope: The Tri-Valley Fly Fishers is a “fly fishing” club, dedicated to: the promotion of, the enhancement of,
and active participation in the sport of fly fishing. The club promotes education in all aspects of the sport for
its current and potential new members. They are, for the most part, fly fishers, and not activists focused on
controversial environmental issues, however, they understand and appreciate the value of preventing the
steady decline in the quality of their fisheries. TVFF’s Conservation Program is dedicated to the protection
and restoration of the fisheries in its area.
Overview: TVFF’s by-laws provide for a “Conservation Director” position, on its Board of Directors to provide
direction for the clubs conservation activities. The director attempts to keep updated on the status of issues
that impact the quality of local fisheries, and recommends appropriate conservation actions for the club to
consider. The director also represents the clubs interests at conservation type meetings, workshops, etc.
The TVFF Conservation Program is based on identifying and participating in activities to resolve negative
fisheries issues that are local to our area, and also supporting organizations that are involved in regional
issues. Locally we actively support issues such as Alameda Creek Alliance’s effort to restore the one-time
great anadromous fish runs in the Alameda Creek Watershed. We actively participate in local creek (and
Arroyo) clean-up projects, and water quality monitoring.
Regional water management policies, contamination sources and habitat controls which pose threats to our
fisheries are also a concern to our club members. TVFF actively supports several organizations that are
dedicated to resolving problems and implementing restoration efforts throughout our area. TVFF currently
supports (financially and/or active involvement) organization/groups such as, but not limited to the following:
Northern California & Nevada Council Federation of Fly Fishers (NCCFFF)
Federation of Fly Fishers (FFF)
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW)
California Trout
Trout Unlimited (TU)
Alameda Creek Alliance (ACA)
Alameda Creek Fisheries Restoration Workgroup (ACFRW)
California Sport Fishing Association (CSPA)
Restore The Delta
Zone 7 Water
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC)
East Bay Regional Parks District (EBRPD)
Livermore Area Recreation & Parks District (LARPD)
Activities: Within the last few years, TVFF members have been involved in problem resolution efforts
and/or actively participated in multiple local and regional conservation efforts. Project examples consist of:
Alameda Creek watershed fish passage and habitat restoration projects.
Local Creek Clean-up efforts.
Creek Water Quality testing.
Water Flow and Temperature Requirements (for fish survival) in Alameda Creek Watershed.
Steelhead rescue (at the BART Weir) and relocation (to suitable upstream spawning locations).
Invasive Species (New Zealand Mud Snails) control project (Putah Creek)
Fish population monitoring (Calaveras Reservoir fish counts)
Agricultural runoff contamination control
Delta water diversion issues
Trinity River water diversion issues
Klamath River Dam Removal
continued on page 16
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Conservation Corner (Continued)
•

TVFF recognizes that the quality of our fisheries in the future is dependent on dedicated stewards.
Those stewards will be developed from our children. We are convinced that one of the most effective
ways of accomplishing this is by developing an appreciation and respect for the fish within those
children while they are still young. We have developed a program that appears to be an effective way
of accomplishing this task. TVFF’s Trout-In-Classroom (TIC) has proven to be an excellent way to
teach our kids to appreciate and respect our fish.

•

The TIC program consists of TVFF members, participating school teachers, and the CDFW who partner
in a program that permits the students to witness Rainbow Trout eggs hatch in a classroom aquarium
and develop into small fish. The students monitor the fish’s development, and participate in related
lessons and classroom curriculum. They develop a strong bond with the fish then go on a field trip to a
local reservoir where they bid them farewell and release them. Our program started approximately
thirteen years ago and has involved a total of approximately 32,000 students during that time. Those
students, and teachers alike, love the program. The kids develop a lot of good knowledge and strong
respect for the fish. We hope they will remember this experience for years to come, and hopefully,
some will develop a strong sense of “stewardship” for the fish and their environment.

•

The TVFF TIC program is a part of an East Bay Area program that is sponsored by several Fly Fishing
clubs or related organizations. This program was recognized as the best nationwide program of this
type by the “American Fisheries Society” and granted a very prestigious award for “Excellence in
Aquatic Education”.

•

Growth: Plans are being developed for TVFF’s Conservation Program to include a fly fishing
techniques program that would educate new members (and include present members) on fisheries
habitat protection while they are enjoying the sport. Included would be the protection of “Redds”,
undercut banks, pollution control, invasive species control, etc.

•

Summary; Fly fishing, as we know and enjoy today, is dependent on effective conservation efforts and
TVFF is dedicated to this goal. We have been, and continue to, actively pursue efforts to ensure access
to quality fly fishing venues. We recognize the value of supporting the efforts of other fishery related
conservation organizations. We are dedicated to monitoring the political climate on issues that might
impact the quality of our fisheries, and take appropriate action, as required to maintain a natural healthy
fly fishing environment.

Bodegas Aguirre Winery & Vineyards
Specializing in Estate grown premium red wines, we are proud to present the
fruit of the work our family started in 1995. We spared no effort or expense for
our vines to produce low yields of the highest quality grapes that our Valley
can grow. They were meticulously crafted into complex wines sure to please
the most discriminating wine aficionados.
Please come and enjoy our signature Petite Syrah, Bordeaux varietals and
special blends.
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Veterans First Fly Fishing Fundraiser
Harry Levin
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Items For Sale
Fishing Vests for Sale:
1.Orvis Super Wading Tac-L-Pak. Medium size, Tan color Like new condition. $ 45.00, ($119.00 new)
2.Patagonia Mesh Vest Medium size, Grey color Good condition. $20.00

Fly lines for sale:
1. SA Mastery XPS DT4F Grey, good condition $20.00
2. Cortland 444SL DT7F Mist Green, very good condition $20.00
3. Orvis Wonderline Striper WF10F Yellow, new in box, $25.00
Also have some reels available for sale for these lines if interested.
Will install these lines on your reel if requested.

Gary Turri (925) 786-5184

Antique solid oak roll-top desk, circa early
1900's. Very good condition.
Great for tying flies~ lots of compartments and
drawers to organize and store materials
Matching desk chair needs minor repair
$500.

Daniel Kitts at (510) 816-2846
(cell) or 925-484-0561 (home)

Vacation Home For Rent:
Three-bedroom/2 bath modern home in Twain
Harte/Crystal Falls area.
Sleeps up to eight in five beds (1 queen, 1 double
bed, 1 double loft bed, 2 twins).
Close to winter and summer sports: skiing at Dodge
Ridge, sledding, hiking; fishing at Pinecrest Lake,
Beardsley Reservoir, Kennedy Meadows and the
Stanislaus River. Close to historic Sonora and
Columbia. Access to homeowners association swim
lake.
Modern kitchen opens onto large great room with propane pot-bellied stove. Master suite with queen bed and
large bathroom. Garage with parking for one car. Ample outdoor parking. Elevation: 3400 feet. NO PETS.
NO SMOKING.
Bob McCollum (925) 989-2358
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Spring Creek 8' pram - $1,400.00
Spring Creek Stillwater classic fly fishing pram. This
pram is in as new condition and is a top of the line fly
fishing pram. This is a bargain price at less than 1/2
new purchase. Reason for sale- I want a larger boat to
fish with my grandson. For detailed specifications see
www.springcreekprams.com
The boat comes with the following accessories:
boat white
green splash finish
bow pocket anchor puller
rear anchor puller
anchor and rope
Scotty rod mount
removable seat
handles (bow & aft)
Cataract premium graphite oars
boat dolly

Contact: Harry Levin (925) 443-5562

Don’t Throw Away Your Old
Fly Lines, Recycle Them
I am a Preschool Special Ed teacher
and the floating fly line comes in handy
for many projects that preschool
children make: necklaces, lacing,
hanging art, fishing poles.....I would be
happy to collect it and give it away to
other preschool teachers.
Dave or I attend the meetings pretty
regularly; we could have the members
bring it to the meetings?
Thanks for the consideration.
-Cathy Hiromoto
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We meet at the Livermore/Pleasanton Rod and Gun Club (directions below)
on the first Thursday of every month except July and August at 7:00 PM.

Directions to
Livermore/Pleasanton Rod and
Gun Club: 4000 Dagnino Road,
Livermore, California.
Exit Highway 580 on North
Livermore Avenue
Proceed North on North Livermore
Avenue to May School Road (~2.5
miles).
Turn right onto May School Road
and proceed to stop sign at
intersection with Dagnino Road (~1
mile).
Entrance to Rod and Gun Club is
directly across intersection
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